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COVID-19 RESPONSE

HELPING YOU ACHIEVE YOUR FACILITY CLEANING AND RE-ENTRY GOALS
Facilities are facing extraordinary challenges. The Sunbelt Rentals team is at the ready with the
proper equipment, expert personnel, and accessibility to act in a moment’s notice, nationwide.

FLOOR MACHINES & BURNISHERS

ELECTROSTATIC SPRAYERS

Scrub, polish, and strip almost any flooring
including uneven surfaces. Floor Machines run
at 175 revolutions per minute. High-speed buffers
can run from 1,250 to as high as 1,500 revolutions
per minute. While Floor Burnishers provide
extra power and speed for performing large
commercial cleaning and polishing applications.

A powerful, efficient and cost-effective
electrostatic sprayer for disinfection treatment.
The electrostatic sprayer features a patented
application system, which places an
electrostatic charge to liquid disinfectants as
they leave the spray nozzle.

FLOOR SCRUBBERS
Walk-behind scrubbers feature compact
designs to easily reach tight and confined
spaces in a variety of applications. Excellent
down pressure and optimal water recovery
leave floors clean, dry and safe. Sunbelt Rentals
Flooring Solutions offers the ec-H2O option on
all walk-behind and ride-on scrubbers.
Ride-on scrubbers deliver maximized floor
cleaning capacity at rates up to 70,000 sq. ft. per
hour. They utilize dual polypropylene cylindrical
brushes for aggressive scrubbing, with variable
down pressure to match floor conditions.

VACUUMS & EXTRACTORS
The sooner you collect soils from the surface,
the easier it is to remove them. Sunbelt Rentals
offers a variety of vacuum cleaners including
upright and backpack vacuums, wide area
vacuums, wet-dry vacuums and HEPA rated
vacuums. A proper soft surface program
includes vacuuming to remove soil, followed
by using a carpet extractor to provide quick,
efficient cleaning of carpeted areas, upholstery
and fabric covered surfaces. Utilizing solution
sprayers, scrub brushes and powerful wet
vacuums to achieve fast, professional results
with 115V operation.

FLOOR SWEEPERS

TOUCHLESS CLEANING SYSTEM

Walk-behind sweepers are ideal for picking up
debris in indoor and outdoor applications. They
deliver efficient cleaning results at rates up to
34,000 sq. ft. per hour and variable forward and
reverse motions for excellent maneuverability.

The Touchless Cleaning System combines an
indoor pressure washer, chemical injection and
wet vacuum technologies all into one package.
This unit removes germs and other
contaminants which traditional cleaning tools
leave behind.

Ride-on sweepers are ideal for high production
sweeping of indoor and outdoor surfaces. They
offer excellent dust control, continuous uptime
and powerful sweeping performance for efficient
cleaning rates up to 150,000 sq. ft. per hour.

MULTI-USE MACHINES
Sunbelt Rentals offers a variety of multi-use
cleaners for hard floors, grout cleaners and soft
floors with multiple different attachments, as
well as multiple orbital cleaners. A full variety
of cleaners are available to efficiently and
effectively clean most surfaces.
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AIR QUALITY/PURIFICATION
Whether you need an air scrubber to remove
harmful particulates from the air, or you need to
create a negative pressure in your work space,
we have the right equipment to get the job done.

RENT NOW

